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Hell by Jade Jones (18001324) 
 
Clawing away helplessly at the salty water around me, I desperately cried for air. Pleading with heaven for 
sunlight, for the water in my lungs to be replaced with precious oxygen. Heaven did not answer. Black 
poison covered my hopeless eyes, cold heartless water caressed my lifeless skin, pain took over me and 
pulled my life down to hell. 
 
Suddenly, my eyes opened. How? I felt alive but empty at the same time. My eyes darted everywhere, I 
was sharing a long narrow row boat with eleven sleeping bodies. I looked upon the rower; a hollow 
enigmatic figure effortlessly pushing the boat through what I saw was an abyss. I strangely felt cold water 
swish within me, as if I was pumped with the ocean, the taste of salt lingered in my mouth. Curiosity pulled 
my hand to my chest to feel any hope of a beat. Nothing but the swish of water in my lifeless chest. The 
swift realisation snapped in my mind. My still heart dropped. I whipped my head onto our destination. 
Sour tears burn down my countenance. Hell. 
 
We reached a dreadful shore and stepped upon it, the estranged text on the daunting gate of hell read 
‘Tibi Damus. Tua fats timent’ (Your penalty. Your doom). Blood curdling cries ripped passed those 
foreboding walls, bit my ears and infected my soul. I hushed my last prayer before those abhorrent gates 
creaked open. I closed my eyes wishing I were alive, I felt the burning heat evaporate the cold water from 
my frozen skin and drenched hair. The touch of insect legs crawling upon my feet made me shiver in fear, 
the screams grew louder tormenting my brain, the putrid smell of rotting corpses tore at my nose. A 
painful shove forward made my eyes sharply open to witness a true ineffable horror. To describe it would 
burn my tongue to dust.  
 
Anguish surrounded me as I was pulled and dragged to my personal cell. Foul creatures detached the 
agony of metal, took a delicious bite out of my shoulder before shoving my defenceless body violently into 
an unpleasant room of broken glass and spiders. The cuts and bites were nothing to what I witnessed. A 
little girl with braided hair crying in front of me, a dark purple poppy bruise on her temple, a pure white 
dress stained with blood. A flash of a memory from life appeared. My hands on a steering wheel, a will to 
run and forget, leaving a body behind. She pointed her delicate finger at me “I was only eight” she cried 
more as her words cut me deeper than any knife, her tears burned my worse than any acid and her tragedy 
tightened around my neck.  
 
Snap.  
 
A wild flash of light entered my eyes. A gush of air filled my lungs. My heart beat with fury. A healthy young 
life guard knelt over me “oh thank God! You’re alive! I thought you were dead!” He sighed. 
 
I was. 
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Please Survive by Ellie Parkes (18001797) 
 

The world was collapsing, and the only thing that mattered to me was that he was alive. 
 
I was walking Bruno through the park like I’d done a thousand times before. Suddenly, my phone rang. It 
was dad. His voice was frantic and urgent as he yelled down the phone like his life depended on it. He told 
me there was some chaos in town and then he began breathing harder and harder and his voice kept 
breaking. 
 
Just then it started. The ground began to rumble like the belly of some great beast. As I stumbled to the 
base of a tree pulling Bruno close to me as he whimpered, I hushed him and stroked his soft ears to sooth 
him. In the distance I heard the creaking of branches and bushes as a tree fell through the autumn foliage. I 
managed to yell over the roar of the earth as it reached a crescendo, into my phone, frantically asking dad 
where him and James were. His answer crackled down the phone until it petered out to a fuzzy mumble 
before I could catch a single syllable. The line went dead. 
 
My eyes stung with salty wet tears as panic overtook me, twisting into knots of worry in my stomach. A few 
more branches cackled above our heads and I realised we couldn’t stay here, it wasn’t safe. Pulling Bruno’s 
lead taught, I hurriedly pulled him along with me until we were clear of the quivering trees. People were 
running around like lunatics, clinging on to each other and dodging falling debris like scattering ants. 
 
Quickly, I checked my phone. No signal. Shoving the phone back into my pocket, I looked around, feeling 
lost. I wanted to just crumple to the floor and let the world collapse around me. But I couldn’t. I had to find 
James. He couldn’t be lost after all he’d endured. All the hospital visits and treatments that had only just 
worked. I couldn’t lose my little brother... 
 
Think Danny. Where were they last? 
 
I needed to get home. Bruno and I ran through the streets as the earth started to violently convulse again. 
Shattering windows and unearthing powerlines, it threw people to the ground. We managed to get to our 
road, but suddenly the ground cracked like a porcelain vase. Just then I saw James running out of the 
house just as a telephone pole fell through my bedroom wall, his small, frail body trembling and sweating. 
Shouting until my voice was hoarse, I ran for him, but he didn’t hear me over the roaring of the earth. 
Creeping forwards like a shadow, the gorge in the road reached for James’s terrified form. Trapped on the 
other side of a gorge in the road, I watched helplessly. All I could do was watch as the earth opened around 
him and swallowed him whole... 
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Ragtag by Jessica Wilkinson (18000227) 

 

This place had to be safe. They had been walking for days.  

There six of them. For all they knew, they were the last surviving humans on Earth. One of the 

younger ones had watched their parents die and would doubtlessly never recover from the trauma. As he 

walked, his eyes were glazed over, and he looked as if he were about to vomit. There were three women, 

and one of those women were pregnant. The guy with broken glasses had sprained his ankle and had been 

limping for hours.  

And then, there was the guy who could keel over, or possibly kill them all, at any moment, depending 

on the nature of the thing that had bitten the chunk out of his shoulder. 

Everyone was wary of the pregnant woman, and even more so of the dying man. The young boy and 

injured man were the group’s subject of concern. And the lot of them were tired of the endless walking.  

They had been through enough and would have more troubles to face in the near future. The least 

they deserved was a rest.  

And the house they had spotted from a distance looked safe enough to accommodate some weary 

travellers. It was far away from where it had all happened, hidden in amongst a thicket of trees, and looked 

untouched by destruction. But it had a roof and four walls, and realistically, that was all they needed. In the 

apocalypse, needs were simple. 

As they neared the place, slight sighs of relief could be heard. The dying man helped the limping man 

up the porch steps. The pregnant woman refused help and took her time hauling herself up onto the 

porch. Once everyone was before the door, a blonde woman stepped forward and tried the door handle. 

She was surprised to find that it was unlocked.  

Swallowing, she gestured to the group to get behind her, and they obliged swiftly. Then, she hoisted 

up the crossbow she had stolen from a smashed-up weapons shop. The man with the broken glasses 

unsheathed his dagger– also stolen – and moved to her side.  

The pair turned to meet one another’s eyes, and the woman nodded once. He nodded                            

back. 

Before she lost her nerve, the woman took a quick breath and twisted the door handle. It whined in 

protest as it swung open, the sound echoing throughout the house. The darkened gap between the door 

and the doorframe slowly widened. Slight exclamations of fear rippled through the group. The pair at the 

door appeared calm, raising their weapons, waiting.  

At first, the house remained still, silent. 

Then - 

Staggering from the darkness came a figure, something, someone. The woman met its eyes – it's familiar 

eyes – and let an arrow fly. 
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Dooms Day by Udhitya Bassi (18003192) 
 

Finally, all my work is completed. Oh no, where is my bag? “Mum I have looked everywhere for my bag. It 

has run away.” 

“Sarah, don’t be silly, you left it in your car!” 

“Oh yeah thank you” 

 

“Good night, Mum and Dad.” 

 

Morning.  

I squint open my eyes and as usual the rain is pouring down, and it is thundering. It is loud as a dinosaur 

roaring. Oh no, my clock isn’t working, neither is my phone. I thought it was charging. I race to mum and 

dad’s room - there not there. Neither is Laura. They must have gone early to work and school. 

 

I dash to my room and dress as quickly as I have ever possibly got dressed. My heart is pounding, I can’t be 

late for Mr. Wicked’s lesson - he despises student that come late, and he will shout at me so much and 

make me feel embarrassed. He won’t even believe that my alarm clock isn’t working.  In fact he will be 

sarcastic making me the laughing stock.  

 

My hand is shaking, my heart is beating like never before.  The key won’t even go into the lock because my 

hands are trembling so much. Yes, finally after two whole minutes I am in. I turn the key into the ignition 

and the car won’t start.  

 

But how? It was working absolutely fine yesterday! 

 

I have an uneasy feeling in my stomach since I am so frightened, but I ignore it and grip onto my bag as 

tightly as possible and rapidly run to college with all my energy. 

 

I pull on the door with my remaining energy and it won’t open.  I scan my card again, again and again it 

doesn’t work. I race to the back and look into the windows and nobody is there. It is in deadly silence. It is 

as dark as a paranormal movie, it is quiet as a mouse. There is not one car parked, there is not one student 

being careless, there is not even a teacher shouting but how is that possible? That’s freaky; the main road 

has not even got a bus on it. 

 

I really don’t know what to do. I am going to go and meet mum. She always knows what’s going on. 

 

The traffic lights don’t even work. How has that happened? Is it because of the thunder and the rain? 

Actually, I think it is because the power has gone so that’s why college was closed but why are there no 

cars on the road.  But where has Laura gone? I am really frightened. 
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My heart drops to the ground.  

 

My heart suddenly seems to stop beating. My hand grows sweaty with fear, my legs feel so shaky, I can 

hardly stand.  

 

I suddenly realize that it’s just me! No family, no friends, no neighbours just me! 
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Ram Raid by Umur Sajid (18002695) 

 

She had never been quite sure about it, but he was convinced nothing would go wrong. It was just a 

normal bank robbery; something that she had done many times before. However, she couldn’t help but to 

think that something was wrong, it was as if her instinct was going around in circles. “You ready?” he said 

with a sense of urgency in his voice, “yeah” she replied. 

 

The sky was a dark black casting over the poorly lit street, . He turned the key and the familiar sound of the 

V8 engine sounded in her ears, in a split second he dumped the clutch and planted the gas pedal down to 

the floor – the engine roared even louder. The sound of the tyres screeching was shortly followed by the 

twang of the rope and the sound of the heavy doors being ripped from their very hinges. 

 

They rushed inside, scrounging for the door that lead to the vault as the continuous sound of the alarm 

screamed into their ears. He pulled out an axe from his backpack and began hammering at the door for 

what felt like an hour, finally, the door flew open and the pair of them darted down the slanted stairs. In 

front of them, stood the 9 foot heavily armoured door to the vault, intimidating them. Hurriedly, she 

looked through her bag and pulled out a pair of C4’s – desperately planting them on either side of the door  

 

BANG! A thunderous explosion threw open the door. They coughed and wheezed as the smoke cleared, 

before them laid enough money to take care of their grandchildren. Both of them grabbed for the money 

like vultures over a dead body, filling their duffel bags to the brim; they sprinted up the stairs. 

 

At the top of the stairs, they rushed for the exit door, the noise of the sirens was growing exponentially 

louder. The glass crunched under their shoes as they made their way outside. The car was still running with 

the rope attached. She began to work on disconnecting the carabiner, unscrewing the cap as fast as she 

could. CLING! The rope violently flew off. The sound of a revolver clicked. Her heart rate began to quicken. 

“Hands off the duffel bag” he shouted. “How could he do this” she thought. She’d never thought the day 

would come where he betrayed her. She dropped the bag as the sirens wailed in the distance. 
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The Controlled. By Gabrielle Herbert (18003056) 

 

Trickling water sweps down my face as I drive with my hood up, trying to hide from the rain. It’s been a 

year since it started. What I’m calling the “Catastrophe”. Not very creative.  

 

Right now I’m running for my life. It’s the year 3045, August, I think -If my calculations are correct-. Last 

year, the government decided the people of this world would live a life full of hate and cruelty. Helmets 

went up for sale: “They make you younger!” “They make you stronger!” “They’re really great helmets!” 

“They give you a better life!” The ‘Heltrol’ was the next big thing for everyone. I didn’t get one, but 

everyone else did.  

 

It worked... They got their ‘different’ life. Not sure if this is what they wanted. They collapsed as soon as 

they put them on. No one connected the dots to the helmet, I don’t know why, was society that stupid? 

Everyone... Everyone got one. Everyone collapsed. And weeks after they did, I saw my neighbour Barry 

Cooper walking around in his garden, helmet on.  

 

I realised then that it doesn’t kill them. No. It controls them. And the leaders wanted everyone under their 

control.  

 

That’s why I’m running a year later. They’re behind me right now, their only quest is to get to me and have 

everyone under control. They’ll stop at nothing. I turn around quickly to see how many are behind me... I 

shouldn’t have looked back! There’s millions of Zombie crazed people running after my small scooter -

which by the way, is almost out of petrol-. 

 

“Stop!” They shout simultaneously; I don’t follow their orders.  

 

I decide to go into town to try and hide, the people are coming as my scooter runs out of petrol. They get 

closer with their helmets. I try to start it up again but... Dead. Spotting an ally, I run towards it. These 

people are dumb. I could hide and they wouldn’t detect me. Entering the ally, a hand grabs me and pulls 

me into the side. My face and mouth get covered when I struggle and try to shout. Mentally I don’t want to 

shout as it would bring them all here. I might as well face one then a million.  

 

“Shhh!” A harsh whisper shouts out to me. “Stay still and quiet. They’re passing the ally.” The voice doesn’t 

sound like one of the controlled so I stay still for a moment. After a few minutes of silence and 

claustrophobic touch, a herd of controlled come by. They don’t see us, just pass by. Another few minutes 

and I feel the tightness of the person’s arms loosen around my torso and face. I breath, taking in gasps of 

air and turn around to see the person leaving me down the ally. They stop, letting their hair down from a 

long brown pony tail, holding the bobble on their fist.  

 

“Best get out of here. They’ll come back.” I nod to myself and follow her down the ally. 
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There is no escape by Aqsa jawed (17002031) 

 

Fear and frustration was killing me, as I approached the broken, shattered door, knowing that 50 pairs of 

camera eyes were watching me at once like a dentist’s drill boring into my soul. 

The door creaked open and breathlessly, I leapt up the stairs to escape from those eyes. Those eyes that 

watched us all the time. Sluggishly, I unlocked the lock on the room door, which was wrapped with spiders’ 

webs. As I gripped the cracked and dusty door handle to open the door, the handle was rusty and fell apart 

in my hand. I wiped my filthy hands on my shredded jeans, which were covered in sludge.  

The door was covered in tiny holes with bright and beaming red lights flashing dangerously at me. It was 

like red eyes blinking a warning at me.  

I kept pushing the door and it was jammed. 

Irritation, filled my mind – ugh! I clenched my fists and my knuckles went white with my sharp nails digging 

into my hands.  

Eagerly, for the last time pushing the door with all my power, at last I officially entered the most squalid 

place in the world.  

The stench of dead rat gushed up and attacked my nostrils. My abdominal muscles cramped and 

contracted, and I felt my lunch climbing up my throat. I retched, and evil tasty salty liquid filled in my 

mouth.    

The floor was covered with a sticky, red and pungent liquid. It was bizarre for a person to walk on this. My 

feet slurped noisily through the mixture, which was like thick syrup.  

This place was unbelievable, like a worst nightmare. Was I dreaming? 

I pinched myself to come back to reality; I wasn’t dreaming. They called it a mansion… well it was still 

smelly, decrepit and filthy, not the glamorous, shiny rich house we image when we think of a mansion.  

 There was only one single bed, which was ripped and ragged by the rats and one mini bathroom with a 

broken bath tub. The water pipe under the sink gargled with a sizzling sound. As I gazed around my eye 

caught the ripped posters and frames with cracked glass hanging on the walls. I closed my eyes and opened 

them again; I couldn’t believe this. Why would someone live in a house where there is no freedom? Even in 

the squalid and dirtiest place in the world, there is no escape.  

Sorry, I can’t even call this place a home.   
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Catastrophic Explosion by Konrad Zmuda-Trzebiatowski (18003339) 

 

When I was only ten years old, on that ill-fated day on the 5th of November, a Boeing C-17 attacked our 

oxygen which was sucked out of the atmosphere. 

What happened that day stayed with me for the rest of my life. What happened then changed my life; the 

sun has never been the same again as it hissed and fizzled through our ears; there were no birds singing, 

no butterflies fluttering, no trees breathing – just silence, complete silence. 

At that time, I knew something apocalyptic had happened. 

The menacing clouds of air erupted from that colossal airbus A400M with a sinister mystery that morning. 

Then suddenly, the immense rich, blue body of the airbus shuddered and then passed away from my sight. 

Boom! 

A traumatising detonation from the airbus A400M that minute reverberated around the atmosphere and 

tore the blue sky apart. The ‘crack’ of the explosion like a thunderous echo through the town. 

The disruption was enormous and I knew this was only the beginning. The shocked town people assembled 

together in the town square. From the burnt firmament I saw the smoking ruins of the monster of Boeing 

C-17 globe master III. 

At that minute everyone remained silence, hushed and stunned as dark as space. Our mouths gaped with 

shock. 

Freezing air seemed to settle on our faces. A frozen atmosphere surrounded the town. The intense heat of 

the smoking Boeing C-17 made us feel that it was the end of the world. The glacial air whooshed and 

whisked like a tornado breeze above our heads, hiding our peaceful world with an explosion of lava that 

trapped us in this world and made it impossible for us to escape. 

‘My family!’ I thought with a horrible sense of loneliness like a dark fog welling up inside of me. I was 

exhausted weeping but I had to carry on searching for my family.  

But before I could pull myself to my feet and I heard another sound of trucks travelling rapidly in the 

distance. I listened again and I heard the distant sound of gunfire. Crack! Crack! Crack! 

The town’s people panicked. I saw mothers pulling sobbing children and carrying yelling babies. I saw 

fathers who shouted at children to hide. The tension grew each minute and I knew that we didn’t have 

much time left. 

The sinister soldiers got closer and closer creating a giant panic of horror. We knew each one of us would 

be dead by ten past three that miserable afternoon.   

Suddenly, after three o’clock the soldiers attacked our town, shooting hundreds of residents. Our foe was 

stronger than us but they didn’t know our secret at all. I hid in a barn so they didn’t see me. 

When I emerged from the barn, the butterflies and birds didn’t celebrate my escape. 

It was as silent as before. 
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Silence by Toby Aspinall (18001328) 

 

Clouds of spray towered into the sky bursting like geysers, violent jets of snow and ice filled the air as the 

sky fell all around. Debris sailed through the sky their shadows running to catch them as they plummeted 

into sheets of ice, but they never seemed to soften the impact it was like a drum with a beat that signaled 

the death of the old world of men and their machines. 

 

Deep beneath the cataclysmic storm the sea boiled but below that the bones of the vessels of the ocean 

mixed with the bodies of those from the stars. Tumbling slowly a white body turned in the sea a jellyfish 

displaced by currents it cascaded like the bodies in white that circled the earth, angels in heaven and below 

them a hell of man's own devising. The blue planet estranged from its neighbors Venus a never-ending 

storm a battleground, Mars now as blue as its cousin but everyone always wants a slice of the pie of 

opportunity.  

 

It is said that beauty is in the eye of the beholder to cast that eye upon our earth one would observe a 

white ball surrounded by grey specs and rings of flame as dead and desolate as the moon with even 

bacteria being dead on arrival. There would be no beauty in such a world it will remain the still and dead 

architect of humanity the most systematic destroyer of worlds a force for all other life to fear with or 

without cause. 

 

The orbit of our worlds dead this enslaver of the universe will continue until it has brought about the heat 

death of all and never halt its crusade of progress until the stars are but silent ghosts like the end of a 

cassette just the roar of static like the waves at our beginning. 
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Death mission by Romana Asif (18002431) 

Sunday 11th March 3018 

My father and I are on a death mission to hunt for food. 

It’s hard for a young man aged 17, to fend for himself and his family. I knew if something happened to my 

father I would have to be the man of the family and I was never prepared for that type of awful situation. 

My father and I went hunting every day for food to keep my family alive. 

I live with my mother, father and my younger sister who’s only 11. It’s the hardest thing when we are living 

in poverty and all the wealthy, snobby rich people are living in luxury. 

It hurts to see they won’t help children who are very young.  

I didn't think people could be so selfish.  

They allow us to starve.  

Our village is so run down we have no electricity you would think we are living in medieval times. We have 

no food, no decent clothing, and no warmth in our house, nothing.  

Food isn’t something you get in shops. We have to hunt for it.  

It’s the hardest life someone can live. But, today we didn’t manage to get any food.  

Sunday 18th March 3018  

We are starving.  

Desperately, my father and I went hunting again. We had to hunt for something big to last us at least a 

week and my father suggested a ‘moose.’ I was worried about my sister – only 11 years old; sick and 

starving. 

I thought he went crazy I pleaded to him, “Father we cannot it’s too dangerous.” But the desperation 

shone out of my father fanatical eyes. I knew nothing could stop him.  

“Son we have to, we need the food. I know this must be hard, but Zack you will eventually have to do 

something like this on your own when I get into old age...”  

It seemed like a lecture was coming on but we heard a noise so we dropped to the ground suddenly.  

The wind howled.  

We paused.  

Then we continued our journey, hoping we can get something to last us for the week.  

Then the deadliest, daunting, huge moose was there, drooling right at us - a fence of teeth like daggers.  

My father shot his arrows. I was so scared that urine trickled down my shaking legs, but I knew I had to, I 

couldn’t allow my younger sister Jade and my very lovely, but poorly mother, to starve.  

I shot but ... I missed.  

The moose humped and ran in the opposite direction. It made a swerve and came charging right back. We 

both ran in opposite directions.  

The moose turned in my father’s direction.  

I stopped to see if my father was ok. From a distance all I saw was the blood oozing from the stomach and 

splattering from his neck. 

I watched with horror. I stood their helpless … I was now the man of the family.  

 


